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GLOBAL FX MARKET
USD: The dollar declined on Friday (23/04/2021), recording its third
weekly loss amid signs of diminished enthusiasm on the US reflation
trade and a soft note in Treasury yields. The dollar dropped by 0.17% and
0.66% against the pound and the euro respectively. A slew of economic
data, including better-than-expected US preliminary PMI readings and
new home sales, reinforced the view that 2021 could see the best
economic growth in nearly four decades. Though, such outperformance
of the US economy no longer impressed investors, with this risk-positive
market environment instead favouring bets on the other currencies. We
however expect the dollar to trade sideways given the fact that the
Federal Reserve will keep monetary policy extremely easy for the
foreseeable future despite an apparent increase in price pressures.
GBP: The British pound appreciated against the dollar on Friday
(23/04/2021) as investors digested a batch of data released last week.
Britain's retail sales rose in March by the most since June's record
increase, while PMI data suggested the country's private sector output
grew by the most since November 2013, reflecting the eﬀect of the
easing of coronavirus restrictions on consumer spending. The pound
increased by 0.17% against the dollar but decreased by 0.41% against the
euro. We therefore expect the pound to remain relatively stable against it
peers as the UK inflation rate advanced less than expected to 0.7% in
March and unemployment rate fell for a second month in a row to 4.9%.
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EUR: The euro continued its strong performance during the week under
review, trading at two-month highs and heading for an over 3% monthly
gain against the greenback, boosted by optimism about a strong
economic recovery and signs of an acceleration in the vaccination pace
in Europe. The euro inched up by 0.67% and 0.13% against the dollar and
the pound respectively. We expect the euro to remain firm as ECB left
monetary policy unchanged and maintained its pledge to increase
support if needed, with President Lagarde saying that although inflation
has picked up over recent months due to temporary factors, underlying
price pressures remain subdued in the context of significant economic
slack and still weak demand.

AFRICAN FX MARKET REVIEW AND
OUTLOOK
GHANA: GHS: 5.73 USD1; GHS: 7.94 GBP1; GHS: 6.92 EUR1
- In the just ended week, the Ghana cedi appreciated against the dollar
but dipped against the pound and the euro. The local unit improved by
0.02% against the dollar. On the other hand, it went down by 0.18%
and 0.73% against the pound and the euro respectively.
- The cedi was little changed against the greenback last Friday, as the
dollar remained subdued with ongoing expectations for the Fed to
maintain its current stance that won’t see monetary tightening
anytime soon.
- The local unit weakened against the pound and the euro as investors
worried again about the pace of an economic rebound with possible
power cuts.
- Intervention by the Bank of Ghana through FX auction and regulation
also provided support for the cedi.
- In the week ahead, we expect the cedi to come under some pressure
against the major currencies on possible demand pressures from
importers importing goods for sale and production. However, we
expect the increased reservation position of the BoG to cushion the
cedi.
SOUTH AFRICA: ZAR: 14.29 USD1; ZAR: 19.84 GBP1; ZAR: 17.24: EUR1
- In the week under review, the rand was down against all the tracked
currencies in our basket. The rand weakened by 0.27% and 1.22%
against the dollar and the pound respectively. Also, it went down by
0.90% against the euro.
- South Africa's rand weakened on Friday (23/04/2021), in uncertain
trade globally, as investors awaited the next moves in lending rates in
the United States and Europe and weighed the impact on economic
recovery of delayed vaccine rollouts.
- On the domestic front, all eyes are on the wage negotiations as
public-sector unions and the government meet once again to negotiate over contentious salary increases for public servants.
- The government has previously argued that the sustainability of the
public finances bill depends on its ability to reduce growth in the
public service wage bill. Finance minister Tito Mboweni’s budget
published in February assume an eﬀective nominal public sector wage
freeze over the next three years.
- We therefore expect the rand to remain under minimal pressure with
investors staying cautious over an economic recovery as global
Covid-19 infections mount.
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